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The ancient portals were a marvel of ancient and mystical craftsmanship, imbued with the collective knowledge and power of the Weavers.
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THE FINAL BLOW
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The coordinated assault by The Accretion was 
succesfull. The planets trembled, the skies wept
darkness, and the very essence of life itself 
seemed to hang in the balance.


















The Planet


Size:

 in diameter
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Population:

 inhabitants

Climate:
















BEFORE THE DESTRUCTION
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2% pre seed
Amount

6 months cliff, then linear daily unlock over 26 months
200.000.000


4% Seed Round
Amount

6 months cliff, then linear daily unlock over 24 months
400.000.000


10% private round
Amount

4 months cliff, then linear daily unlock over 22 months
1.000.000.000


6% Strategic Round
Amount

4 months cliff, then linear daily unlock over 20 months
600.000.000


3% Public Round
Amount

50% at TGE, then linear daily unlock over 3 months
300.000.000


15% Team
Amount

18 months cliff, then linear daily unlock over 18 months
1.500.000.000


7% Marketing
Amount

1 month cliff, then linear daily unlock over 18 months
700.000.000


22% Ecosystem (game rewards)
Amount

Strategic unlock as per requirement
2,200.000.000


10% Development
Amount

12 months cliff, then linear daily unlock over 18 months
700.000.000


4% Advisors
Amount

8 months cliff, then linear daily unlock over 12 months
400.000.000


0% asdf
Amount

etc etc etc etc etc etc etc
0.000.000
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Nikhil Malankar
Lead Game Developer
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